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To all whom it may concern: 
13c it known that I, CARL H. BLOMSTROM, a 

resident of Marquette, county of Marquette, 
State of Michigan, have invented certain new 

5 and useful Improvements in Gear Mechan 
ism, of which the following is a full, clear, 
and exact description. 
This invention has relation more especially 

to that class of gearing in which provision is 
so made whereby the mechanism or part driven 

may be caused to move either in the same 
direction as the drive~shaft leading from the 
engine or in a direction opposite to the direc 
tion of revolution of the drive-shaft_or in 

[5 which the driven part or mechanism may be 
maintained in a condition of rest without the 
stoppage of the drive-shaft. 
My invention as embodied in the accom~ 

panyin g drawings is particularly well adapted 
20 for communicating motion to the propeller of 

a boat from an explosive or like engine, since 
it affords a means whereby the continuous 
movement of the drive-shaft in the same di 
rection may be caused to impart movement 

25 either in the same or opposite directions to 
the propeller shaft, or by bringing the gear 
ing to a neutral position the propellerishaft 
will remain at rest. _ 

WVhile I have shown in the accompanying 
3o drawings what I regard as the preferred em‘ 

bodiment of my invention, it is manifest that 
the invention may be widely modi?ed with 
out departure from the spirit thereof, and I 
do not wish the invention to be understood as 

35 restricted to the precise details of construc 
tion hereinafter described. 
Figure l is a view in side elevation of an 

improved gearing embodying my invention, 
the inclosing casing being shown in central 

40 vertical section. Fig. .2 is a View in vertical 
longitudinal section through the casing and 
mechanism contained therein. Fig. 3 is a 
view in cross~section on line 3 3 of Fig. 1. 
Fig. at is a view in central horizontal section, 

45 the upper part of the inclosing casing being 
removed. Fig. 5 is a detail plan view, parts 
being shown in section, of the gear mechan 
ism within the casing. Fig. 6 is a detail plan 
view of one of the washers. Fig. 7 is a de~ 
tail side view of one of the clutch-shoes. Fig. 
8 is a detail face view of one of said shoes. 

Fig. 9 is a view in vertical cross -section 
through one of the screw~pinions. Fig. 10 is 
a detail view, in side elevation, of the screw 
stud. ' 

My improved mechanism is preferably in 
closed Within a casing that is formed of the 
sections A and A’, these sections being pro 
vided with suitable ?anges whereby they 
may be bolted together, as at a, and the sec- 60 
tion A being formed with an expanded base 
a’. At one end of the casingjormed of the 
sections A and A’ is an opening through 
which passes the drive-shaft B, and at the 
opposite end of the casing is formed an open- 65 
ing through which passes the driven shaft C. 
The inner end of the shaft B has keyed there 
to a gear-wheel b, and in like manner the in 
ner end of the shaft 0 has keyed thereto a 
similar gear-wheel c. The extreme inner 7o 
ends of the shafts B and 0 set within suitable 
seats formed in a hub D, through which hub 
passes a cross shaft or axle E, that is keyed 
to the hub D, so that it will partake of the 
revolution of the hub, but will have no inde- 75 
pendent revolution with respect thereto. 
Upon the opposite ends of the cross shaft or 
axle E are loosely mounted coupling-gears F 
and F’, the teeth of which mesh with the 
gears b and c on the drive-shaft and the 80 
driven shaft. Each end of the axle or cross 
shaft E is formed with a thread 6, with which 
engages a corresponding thread g, formed 
upon the interior of a pinion G. The pinion 
G has its hub provided with an annular groove 85 
9’, adapted to receive a pin h, that projects 
inwardly from the side Wall h’, that overlaps 
the hub of the wheel G and is formed on a 
shoe H. By reference to Figs._7 and 8 the 
construction of the shoes 11 will be seen, and 90 
it will be observed that each of the shoes is 
formed with a hole h‘z, through which passes 
a screw ha‘, the reduced threaded end of which 
enters a threaded seat in the corresponding 
end of the cross‘shaft E, the purpose of this 95 
screw 71,3 being to retain the shoe against lat 
eral movement, while permitting it to move 
to a limited extent in the direction of the 
length of the shaft E. Each of the shoes H 
has a curved bearing-surface, adapted to en- 1CD 
gage a corresponding surface a2, formed upon 
the interior of the casing-sections A and A’. 



I Between each of the pinions G and adjacent 
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the coupling-gear F is interposed a washer 
K, that is held ‘in manner free to move length 
wise of the shaft E, but against revolution, 
by a pin 70, projecting from the shaft and 
entering a slot in the washer. 
shown as provided with extensions D’, from 
which project outwardly the arms'or rods D2, 
that enter corresponding holes formed in a 
disk M, that projects radially ‘from a collarv 
M’, loosely mounted on the shaft B. This‘ 
collar M’ is shown as formed with an annular 
groove to receive a ring on, to the trun_nion-‘ 
pins m’ of which is pivotally connected the 
yoke-shaped shifter-lever N, that is pivoted, . 
as at n, to a bracket a5, projecting outwardly 

from one end of the inclosing casing. means of the lever N the collar lvl?andid'isk 

M may be shifted back and forth, for thepur 
pose to be presently stated. From the disk 
M project inwardly the rack-barsM2 and 2M3, 
that engage the pinions Gat the opposite 
ends of the cross-shaft 'E, and by shittingthe - 
collar M’ and disk Ma partial .revolutionwill' 
be imparted to the pinionsG, 180 as tocausei 

. these vpinions to force the coupling-gearsF 
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and F’ to bear upon the hub Dor to" release 
the gears F and F’ from the hub D and force 
the shoes H against the bearing-surfacec?-of 
the inolosing casing, or by the shift -.of the‘ 
disk M the pinions G may be brought to 
neutral ppsition, at which pointthecoupling 
gears F F’ will berdisengaged from-the hub 
D and the shoes H, will be disengaged ‘from 
the bearing-surface a2 of the incloising casing. 
From the foregoing description it will be 

seen that when the. shifting-leverN is moved , 
to the position shown in Figs. ‘1 and 2 of the 
drawings the inward movement of thelever' 
N and collar M’ :will be such .as to cause the 
rack-bars M2 and M3 to soturn thepinions'G' 
as to force the coupling-gearsF F" into .?rm. 
engagement with the hub D, so that these 
gears F F’ are no longer free torevolve. ‘Now, 
inasmuch as the gears FF’ are in engagement 
with the gear-wheels 1) and c, itisimanifest 
that if revolution be imparted to :the drive 
shaft B then revolution in like direction will 
be imparted to the driven shaft 0. If now, 
however, it isdesired to reversethe direction 
of revolution of'the driven shaft C,t_heopfer 
ator will shift the lever Nso as vto force the‘ 
collar M’ and disk M to its extreme outward‘ 
position-that is to say, in position the re 
verse of thatillustrated in Figs 1. and2 of- the 

As the disk M is moved ‘to-such’ drawings. 
position the rack-bars M2 and M3 will impart 
partial revolution to their correspondingpin- I 
ions G, thereby causing thesepiniOns vtCI-InOVB 
outward and to force the shoes 11 into .?rm' 
bearing with the surfaces a2 of the vinclosing 
casing. This engagement of the shoesHwith 
the bearing-surface a2 will holdthe shoes and 
shaft E against revolution,~whil_e at the same‘ 
time the coupling-gears F .F’ are left-freeto' 
revolve upon the cross-shaftE. Hence it ‘will 1 
be seen thatif revolution be given to the drive 

The hub D is 

the ‘opposing faces of the rings. 
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shaft ‘B it will ‘be transmitted through the 
gear-wheel b, coupling-gears F F’, and gear 
wheel 0 to the driven shaft 0, thereby revolv 
ing said drive-shaft in opposite direction. If 
now it is desired to allow the driven shaft 0 
or part of the mechanism connected there 
with (such,-for.example, as a propeller-wheel) 
to remain stationary, then the operator will 
shift the lever N to such extent as will bring 
the disk M and collar M’ to a point midway 
between extreme positions. This will have 
the effect of turning the pinions G such dis 
tance as to relieve the shoes H from engage 
ment ‘with the bearing-surface a2 of the in 
closing casing, while at the same time leav 
ing the coupling-gears F F’ disconnected from 
the hub D and gfreeto revolve upon the shaft 
EE. Assuming, therefore, that thereis slight 
resistance :lrpjonythe driven shaft 0, it will be 
~_s_e,en that .whenrevolution is imparted to the 
driveshaft'B thecoupling-gears F F’ and hub 
D will merely revolve and travel orbitally 
without imparting revolution to the driven 
shaft 0. 

It will beobser-ved that the shoes H are cut 
away, as at h“, to engage correspondingly 
?lliizawfty portion-s d4~of the hub extensions 
D’, the .purposeofthis arrangement being to 
hetterhold the shoes against displacement. 
Thedriven shaft O‘is shown as passing through 

ing-rings areinterposed ball*bearings T, that 
are held within annulargrooves formed upon 

The ring R 
isiconnected by a set~screw r to the shaft 0, 
while-the rings S S’ looselyencircle the shaft 
andare‘held-stationary. The rings R, S, and 
S’ arecontai-ned within a ,cap W, that is con 
heated by a threaded joint 10 to ‘the corre 
spondingly-threaded ?ange or extension a“, 
aroundthe centratopening of the inclosing 
casing. ,Alock-nut‘Y is also mounted upon 
the threaded ?ange or extension of the eas 
ing, the purpose of this lock-nut being to re 
tain the cap W’ in any position at which it 
maybeset.v Itwillreadilybe seen that when 
wearroecurs between the rings R, S, and S’ 
such wear-may be taken up by an adjustment 
of the @cap W, ‘and when properly adjusted 
thecap will be heldin ?xed position by means 
of the lQCk-rIlUil Y. 

It is obvious not only that the precise de 
tails of construction above [set out may be 
varied without departing from the spirit of 
viElle invention, but that-‘features of the inven 
tion maybe adopted without its employment 
as an entirety. ' 
Havingzthusdescribed my invention, what 

I claim asnew, and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is“ ‘ 

1. _.A gear mechanism for connecting a driv 
ing?hafttorépart and a driven shaft or part, 
.comprisinga gear-wheel united to the driv 
ing shaftorpart, agear-wheel united ‘to the 
driven-shafto-r part, acoupling<gear connect 
ing-saidabove-mentioned gear-wheels, a hub 
or support interposed between said driving 
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and said driven shafts or parts and whereby 
said coupling-gear is sustained,mechanism for 
directly locking said coupling-gear to said hub 
or support to prevent the revolution of ‘said 
gear about its own axis and for freeing said 
coupling-gear whereby said driving and said 
driven shafts or parts may be caused to re~ 
volve or not to revolve in the same direction. 

2. A gear mechanism for connecting a driv 
ing shaft or part and a driven shaft or part, 
comprising a gear~wheel united to the driv 
ing shaft or part, a gear-wheel united to the 
driven shaft or part, two oppositely~disposed 
coupling-gears connecting said above-men 
tioned gears, a hub or support interposed be 
tween said coupling-gears and between said 
driving and said driven shafts or parts, and 
whereby said coupling - gears are pivotally 
sustained, mechanism for directly locking 
said coupling-gears to said hub or support to 
prevent their revolution about their own axes 
and for freeing said coupling-gears in order 
to allow them to revolve. 

3. A gear mechanism for connecting a driv 
ing shaft or part and a driven shaft or part, 
comprising a gear-wheel united to the driv 
ing shaft or part, a gear-wheel united to the 
driven shaft or part, a coupling-gear connect 
ing said above-mentioned gear-wheels, a hub 
or support interposed between said driving 
and said driven shafts or parts and whereby 
said coupling-gear is sustained, mechanism 
for directly locking said coupling-gear to said 
hub or support to prevent the revolution of 
said gear about its own axis and for freeing 
said coupling-gear, and for directly locking 
said hub or support against revolution. 

4. A gear mechanism for connecting a driv 
ing shaft or part and a driven shaft or part, 
comprising a gear-wheel united to the driv 
ing shaft or part, a gear-wheel united to the 
driven shaft or part, a coupling-gear connect 
ing said above-mentioned gear-wheels, a hub 
or support interposed between said driving 
and said driven shafts or parts and whereby 
said coupling-gear is sustained, said hub or 
support being provided with one or more mov 
able shoes, a stationary brake member adapt 
ed to be engaged by said shoe or shoes, mech 
anism for locking said coupling-gear to said 
hub or support to prevent the revolution of 
said gear about its own axis, and for releas 
ing said couplinggear and for moving said 
brake shoe or shoes against said brake mem 
ber to arrest the movement of said hub or 
support. 

5. A gear mechanism for connectingadriv 
ing shaft or part and a driven shaft or part, 
comprising a gear-wheel united to the driv 
ing shaft or part, a gear~wheel united to the 
driven shaft or part, a coupling-gear con 
necting said above-mentioned gear‘wheels, a 
hub or support interposed between said driv 
ing and said driven shafts or parts and where 
by said coupling-gear is sustained, said hub 
or support being provided with an axle 
whereon said coupling - gear is pivotally 

mounted and upon which axle said coupling 
gear is mounted in manner free to slide into 
and out of engagement with said hub or sup 
port, a movable brake-shoe carried by said 
hub or support and mechanism for locking 
said coupling-gear to said hub and for re 
leasing said eoupling-gear from engagement 
with said hub or support and for checking 
the movement of said brake-shoe. 

6. Agear mechanism for connecting a driv 
ing shaft or part and a driven shaft or part, 
comprising a beveled gear-wheel united to 
the driving shaft or part, a beveled gear 
wheel united to the driven shaftor part, said 
gear-wheels being mounted to revolve'in par_ 
allel planes, two coupling-gears connecting 
said above-mentioned gear-wheels, a hub or 
support interposed between said gear-wheels 
and said coupling-gears and provided with 
axles whereon said coupling-gears are jour 
naled in manner free to revolve and to slide 
lengthwise thereof, means for looking said 
coupling-gears to said hub or support and 
for releasing said coupling-gears therefrom, 
and means for arresting the motion of said 
hub or support while allowing the coupling 
gears to revolve upon their own axes. 

7. A gear mechanism forconnectinga driv 
ing shaft'or part and a driven shaft or part, 
comprising a gear-wheel united to the driv 
ing shaft or part, a gear-wheel united to the 
driven shaft or part, a coupling-gear connect 
ing said above-mentioned gear-wheels, a hub 
or support interposed between said driving 
and said driven shafts or parts, said hub or 
support being provided with a screw-thread 
ed shaft or axle whereon said coupling-gear 
is mounted in manner free to revolve and to 
move lengthwise thereof, a screw-threaded 
wheel mounted upon said axle and means for 
revolving said screw-threaded wheel in order 
to shift said coupling‘gear upon its axle to 
effect the locking of said coupling=gear to 
said hub or support, 

8. A gear mechanism for connecting a driv» 
ing shaft or part and a driven shaft or part, 
comprising a gear-wheel united to the driv 
ing shaft or part, a gear-wheel united to the 
driven shaft or part, a coupling-gear connect~ 
ing said above-mentioned gear-wheels, a hub 
or support interposed between said driving 
and said driven shafts or parts, said hub or 
support being provided with a screw-thread 
ed axle or shaft whereon said couplingégear 
is mounted in manner free to revolve and to 
move lengthwise thereof, a screw-threaded 
pinion mounted upon said threaded axle, a 
rack¢bar engaging said pinion, and shifting 
mechanism for operating said rack-bar and 
pinion in order to move said oouplinggear 
into and out of engagement with said hub or 
support, 

9. A gear mechanism for connecting a driv 
ing shaft or part and a driven shaft or part, 
comprising a gear-wheel united to the driving 
shaft or part,a gear-wheel united to the driven 
shaft or part, a coupling-gear connecting said 
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above-mentioned gear-wheels, a hub or sup 
port interposed between said driving and 
said driven shafts or parts, said hub or sup 
port being provided with- a threaded axle 
whereon said coupling-gear is mounted in 
manner free to revolve and to slide lengthwise 
thereof, a screw-threaded pinion carried by 
said axle, a brake-shoe connected to said pin 
ion, a shiftable rack for turning said pinion 
in order to effect the engagement and diseni 
gagernent of said coupling-gear with said hub 
or support, and a stationary brake member 
against which said brake-shoe may be forced 
by said pinion. 

10. A gear mechanism for unitinga driving 
shaft or part and a driven shaft or part com 
prising two beveled gear-wheels arranged to 
revolve in parallel planes and connected re 
spectively to the driving and the driven shafts 
or parts, two beveled coupling-gears uniting 
said gear-wheels, a hub or support arranged 
between said gear-wheels and said coupling 
gears and provided with a threaded axle or 
shaft whereon each of said coupling-gears is 
revolubly and axially movable, screw-thread 
ed pinions mounted upon said shaft outside 
of said gears and whereby said gears will be 
shifted, brake-shoes connected to said pin 
ions, a stationary brake member with which 
said brake-shoes may engage, rack-bars en 

4 657,05"? 

gaging said pinions and a revoluble shifting 
device carrying said rack-bars and connected 
with said hub or support. 

11. A gear mechanism for uniting a driving 
shaft or part and a driven shaft or part, com 
prising two beveled gear-wheels arranged to 
revolve in parallel planes and connected re-v 
spectively to the driving and the driven shafts 
or parts, two beveled coupling-gears uniting 
said gear-wheels, a hub or support arranged 
between said gear-wheels and said coupling 
gears and provided with a threaded axle or 
'shaft whereon each of said coupling-gears is 
revolubly and axially movable, screw-thread 
ed pinions mounted upon said shaft outside 
of said coupling-gears and whereby said gears 
will be shifted, brake-shoes connected to said 
pinions, a stationary brake member with 
which said brake-shoes mayen gage, rack-bars 
engaging said pinions and a revoluble shift 
ing device carrying said rack-bars and con 
nected with said hub or support, said shifting 
device comprising a slidable sleeve mounted 
upon the driving-shaft and provided at its 
inner end with a lateral disk or extension car 
ryin g said rack-bars. 

CARL H. BLOMSTROM. 
\Vitnesses: 

FRED H. BEGOLE, 
J. FRED KERN. 
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